The New Role
of the
Dealership
Designer

The nature of business is changing. As A&D firms
get busier – and out of reach, for some – clients are
looking to furniture dealership designers for help
creating their spaces, thus bypassing A&D firms.
These dealerships aren’t competing with A&D
firms; rather, they’re helping with projects that
aren’t cost efficient for A&D firms to take on.

In addition, A&D firms are collaborating with dealership sales/designers to specify
products for projects, since they themselves aren’t furniture experts. And in some
instances, clients are looking to the furniture dealership to assume more of the
project, beginning with defining the problem and project scope that needs solving.
With all this in play, dealership designers have become a more integral part of the
sales equation. Before, the dealership designer was behind the scenes, designing
and supporting the sales rep. Today, the designer is in front of the client, either with
the sales representative or alone, giving the presentation that will sell the design and
product.
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Since dealership designers now plays a bigger
role within the sales team, they need to think
and possess the skills of a salesperson.
If you’re a dealership designer, there are several
key points you need to know to position both the
sales presentation and the product:
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1

Know the type of client and the position in the project of the
individual/people to whom you’re presenting.

2

Understand how the client is going to evaluate the product/
design solution.

3

Be familiar with your key contact/client’s generation: how
they think, relate and make decisions.

4

Define the problem needing to be solved and understand
how this is to be accomplished.
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Know Your Client
One of the key skills needed when crafting a presentation is connecting with your
audience, and that demands knowing who you’re talking to and what they’re up
against. Connecting sets the tone of the meeting, and if you miss this opportunity, it
could cost you the project. This is where doing your homework comes into play.
Before the meeting, work with the assigned sales rep for the project to gather as
much information as possible about the client and their project. By understanding
the people involved (knowing their position in the company, generation and how
they evaluate/make decisions) and the problem to be solved, you can quickly adjust
your presentation when questions are asked during the meeting.
During the meeting, be very observant of the body language of the people in the
room. These are signals that can let you know if you need to adjust your presentation. Maybe you need to talk more about the product and less about the design
intent, or to talk more about how this project fits into the long-term design for the
company. Adjustments could occur on the fly. As a designer, especially a senior
designer, you are viewed as a consultant/resource and expert. You are the expert
with a degree in Interior Design. You need to have the ability to see the big picture
of the project in order to collaborate and focus on the small details to solve the
design issues. As the consultant, understanding workplace strategy can help the
client and designer define the problem to be solved. As a resource, you are also
looked upon as the expert on product and how it will serve as a solution. This
includes your company’s main product line and the ancillary products in the
market. As a dealer designer, you are exposed to more product offerings in the
market than an A&D Designer. The more product knowledge you have, the more
value you bring to the table.
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2. Collaborative

Collaborative clients are the total opposite to a Decisive client. Unlike the Decisive
client, they like to solve problems with other people. They are deliberative, tactful,
diplomatic, and adaptable. In a world where people can be blunt, it is likely you will
find them to be respectful of you and everyone else.
When selling/presenting to a Collaborative client, keep in mind how important
consensus building will be. You will have to work with them to understand and
include all of the various buying influences – but consider others in the audience
who may be of influence. Make sure you facilitate discussions to draw out everyone’s thoughts, needs, and questions. Don’t get frustrated if things take a while. And
if you need to push back, do it tactfully. If they are going to buy, they’ll buy when
they are ready and the team is all on board. Need to make a big decision…let’s form
a committee!

3. Relationship

Understand the Client Evaluation Process
In addition to “knowing your client”, there are six different types of client personas
that influence their evaluation and decision-making processes. These personality
types are important to understand when developing your presentation

1. Decisive

Decisive clients solve problems in an active and assertive manner. They are
proactive, results driven, and want to win. If you’re dealing with a decisive client,
they can seem pushy and overbearing, and may lack tact. They can be pretty
demanding and want things to happen their way and in their timeframe.
When selling or presenting to a Decisive client, you should be decisive as well, and
demonstrate the willingness to take some risks on your end that can help them
succeed. Don’t worry too much about conflict that may arise; it doesn’t bother them,
and they may even thrive on it. Building consensus is not their natural thing.
Forming
a committee to make a decision is not what they do.
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Social interaction and engagement are important to relationship clients. They are
enthusiastic, creative problem solvers, team players, and (of course) relationship
-builders. They like the big picture, and not shy about taking up a lot of air time in
discussions. A couple of questions get them going.
If you’re selling to a relationship client, you might want to keep technical details to
a minimum. Make sure you hear their ideas, and share (and stoke) their enthusiasm
with your own. They talk seamlessly between business and personal matters. You
might find they talk about their recent vacation or ramble on about their son’s
basketball team. When discussing ideas, don’t overdo being the “voice of reason” or
reality. What you might see as realism, they will see as a downer.

4. Skeptical

Skeptical clients are opposite to a relationship client. They are introspective,
reserved, and critical thinkers. They don’t embellish and they don’t want you to,
either. It takes a while to build trust with a skeptical client, but if you put in the time
and effort, it will pay off. One thing to keep in mind is that they don’t mind being
called a skeptic.
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How to sell to various client personas:
Decisive

5. Analytical
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Innovator clients are the opposite of Analytical clients. When it comes to rules,
procedures, and how things were done before, they couldn’t care less. While the
Analytical client might say, “Past success is an indicator of future success,” the
Innovator would say, “What got us here won’t get us there.” Innovator clients
develop ideas and strategies independent of rules. They are informal and solve
problems creatively. Boundaries are for testing, pushing, and crossing. If you’re
selling to an Innovator, brainstorm with them. Suggest ideas for new ways of doing
things. When you help set the agenda, allow it to become their agenda, not yours.
Don’t shut down creative talk, but keep it moving forward as they can have
tendencies to be a little disorganized. Don’t give the impression that they,
personally, will have to do much detail work if they buy from you, as details put
them off. Instead, show how working with you will bring those ideas into reality.
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If you’re selling to an Analytical client, provide them with backup and data that will
help them make a decision. Appropriate detail will be important. At some point,
because they can sometimes leave the data gate open longer than it needs to be, you
might need to push back. But take special care not to criticize, as they might take
that more personally than most. If you push them too hard to move before they have
completed their analysis, you can find yourself – and your sale – blocked.

Be Decisive

Bu

With Analyticals, past success is an indicator of future success. The way it’s been
done, established methods, and data are important to Analytical clients. This doesn’t
mean they won’t lead the pack and do something new; it just takes a lot of
processing for them to take a leap of faith. They are cautious rule followers, like
procedures and establish standards. They are comprehensive problem solvers
because they examine things from all angles.

Re
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If you’re selling to a Skeptical, don’t be surprised if they’re not super comfortable
on the phone, and prefer emails as the method of communication. Don’t be unnerved by lack of gestures or “feedback”, they tend not to be demonstrative one
way or the other. Don’t try to be too personal or friendly too fast. Know that they
might not share much at meetings, but you still need to make sure their needs are
met or they could quietly block your sale. And you might never even know it.

Skeptical
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Client Generational Differences

Each generation functions in a different manner, and by understanding these differences you
can avoid the mistakes that can cause you to lose the project, or worse, the client. Here are
some traits of each generation.

They will search for product
information online, and through calls
and emails.

Have a strong online presence, including
blogs and social media.

However, they place higher faith in faceto-face communication.

Adopt the latest technology trends to
market to this generation.

They would be interested in knowing
what your business stands for.

Ensure that promotional e-mailers are
compatible for mobile viewing.

Discounts and bargain deals will appeal
more to this demographic than any other.

The Silent Generation,
Traditionalists

(born between the mid-1920s and
1945)

Are the least likely to make an impulsive
purchase.
Target them with traditional marketing
tools such as flyers, newsletters and
postcards, but keep in mind that some of
them will use the internet to search for
information.
The promotional material should be in
larger font for ease of reading.

Baby Boomers

(born between 1946 and 1964)

Tend to make decisions by committee.

Generation X

(born between 1965 and 1980)

(born between 1981 and 1995)

Generation Z

(born between 1995 and present)

Avoid hard core sales tactics.

Cynical; more realistic than idealistic.

Convince them of your business claims
with research and customer testimonials.

Prefer Snapchat and Whisper over Facebook.

Combine traditional marketing
efforts with digital promotional tools
such as Facebook, email
marketing and online adverts.

Entrepreneurial pioneers.

Use grammar and language that they will
appreciate.
Use a single image (one that conveys
emotions) rather than a collage.
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Millennials
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Multitasking; prefer to be on 5 screens
at once. Communicate while looking
around, not in your eyes.
Hyper-aware; they think in 4D because
their minds are streaming in so many
different directions.
Technology reliant, cannot imagine
living without being connected all the
time.
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Define the Problem

Logistics matter.

At this point, it’s not about product; it’s about determining the problem. Here’s a
scenario of how to help a client figure out the problem, and how to recommend the
right product as the solution.

You’re an integral part of the team – and sometimes, the “go to” person for the project – so it’s important to know the lead times, installation issues and delivery of the
products. These are crucial aspects of a project. By knowing this information and
providing it to your clients, this will help you to become more of an integral part of
the team. After all, this is literally where your company delivers on its promise.

A client calls and wants to order a reception desk. The salesperson sells them the reception desk without asking any questions. In 60 days, the client calls the sales rep
and tells them the reception desk didn’t solve their problem, but in fact made their
situation worse. The reception desk was cumbersome, and didn’t fit into the office
landscape.
This could have been avoided if the salesperson had started with “what are the challenges you are trying to overcome”. What the client was trying to achieve was a
place where a person could be greeted, get information, meet for a quick conversation and be flexible. By working in reverse, the salesperson would have had a better
understanding of the problem and could have recommend the proper product that
met the client’s needs.

When you add these different aspects together,
it equals value.
By bringing value to the equation, along with problem solving skills and product
knowledge, you now have the ability to separate yourself from the competition. And
as business evolves in the workplace, you as a designer are now viewed not just as
sales support, but as a business partner. This makes for a stronger sales team, and
the ultimate winner is the client.

Share Your Connections
In this business, it’s all about being a valued resource – so when a client has a particular need that your company does not provide, share contacts with those who can.
Better yet, call or email the person yourself to explain the situation and have them
reach out to the client.
On some projects, the product has already been selected. If so, it is up to you as
the expert consultant to verify that it’s the proper product for the problem or space.
Don’t ignore this just because it’s on the plan. If it doesn’t work when installed, it
could be a major mistake that you could have prevented. Not only does this cause
major problems and money, but more importantly, you lose credibility – and start to
open the door for your competitors.
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Translating Body Language in the Sales Setting
[sidebar]

You already pick up on more body language cues than you’re consciously aware of.
UCLA research has shown that only 7% of communication is based on the actual words
we say. As for the rest, 38% comes from tone of voice and the remaining 55% comes
from body language. Learning how to become aware and interpret that 55% can give you
a leg up with other people.
TalentSmart® has tested more than a million people, and they’ve found that the upper
echelons of top performance are filled with people who are high in emotional intelligence
(90% of top performers, to be exact). These people know the power unspoken signals
have in communication, and they monitor body language accordingly. The following are
a few ques to look for when presenting or selling to a client:
12
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- Crossed arms and legs signal resistance to your ideas. Crossed arms and legs are
physical barriers that suggest the other person is not open to what you’re saying. Even
if they’re smiling and engaged in a pleasant conversation, their body language tells the
story. Psychologically, crossed legs or arms signal that a person is mentally, emotionally
or physically blocked off from what’s in front of them. It’s not intentional, which is why
it’s so revealing.
- Real smiles crinkle the eyes. When it comes to smiling, the mouth can lie, but the eyes
can’t. Genuine smiles reach the eyes, crinkling the skin to create crow’s feet around them.
- Copying your body language is a good thing. Have you ever been in a meeting with
someone and noticed that every time you cross or uncross your legs, they do the same?
Mirroring body language is something we do unconsciously when we feel a bond with
the other person. It’s a sign that the conversation is going well and that the other party is
receptive to your message.
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- Posture tells the story. Have you ever seen a person walk into a room, and immediately, you knew they were the one in charge? That effect is largely about body language, and
often includes an erect posture, gestures made with the palms facing down, and open and
expansive gestures in general. The brain is hardwired to equate power with the amount of
space people take up.

/////////////////////////////
The bottom line: is even if you can’t read a
person’s exact thoughts, you can learn a lot
from their body language, and that’s especially
true when words and body language don’t
match. This is critical when working with
clients. Those that become top performers
master these signals.
////////////////////////////////////////////////

- Eyes that lie. Most of us probably grew up hearing, “Look me in the eye when you talk
to me!” Our parents were operating under the assumption that it’s tough to hold someone’s gaze when you’re lying to them, and they were right to an extent. But that’s such
common knowledge that people will often deliberately hold eye contact in an attempt to
cover up the fact that they’re lying. The problem is that most of them overcompensate
and hold eye contact to the point that it feels uncomfortable. On average, Americans
hold eye contact for seven to ten seconds, longer when we’re listening than when we’re
talking. But be mindful of other cultures and their comfort level too.
- Raised eyebrows signal discomfort. There are three main emotions that make your
eyebrows go up: surprise, worry, and fear. Try raising your eyebrows when you’re having a relaxed casual conversation with a friend. It’s hard to do, isn’t it? If somebody who
is talking to you raises their eyebrows and the topic isn’t one that would logically cause
surprise, worry, or fear, there is something else going on.
- Exaggerated nodding signals anxiety about approval. When you’re telling someone
something and they nod excessively, this means that they are worried about what you
think of them or that you doubt their ability to follow your instructions.
- A clenched jaw signals stress. A clenched jaw, tightened neck or furrowed brow are all
signs of stress. Regardless of what the person is saying, these are signs of considerable
discomfort. The conversation might be delving into something they’re anxious about, or
their mind might be elsewhere and they’re focusing on the thing that’s stressing them out.
The key is to watch for that mismatch between what the person says and what their tense
body language is telling you.
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